Services

Salesforce Tower
San Francisco, CA

THERMAFIBER INSOLUTIONS
Insulation Solutions that help you
improve building safety

T

Thermafiber Insolutions T
Innovative insulation products and ideas that help protect
your projects and make it easy to get the job done
Thermafiber Insolutions T is a five-pronged approach to providing innovative
insulation products and services to architects, specifiers, contractors and
building facade manufacturers. Insolutions helps you protect your building,
while saving time, saving money and installing formaldehyde-free mineral wool
that withstands temperatures above 2,000°F (1,093°C).

Services

Salesforce Tower
San Francisco, CA

Total height: 1,070 feet

Thermafiber InsolutionsT

A 5-pronged approach to improving
building safety
•
•

In-person meetings with design professionals

•

Recommendations for specific products and fire containment
systems approved by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL) and
Intertek

•

CAD drawings in 2D, 3D and isometric to enhance project details,
bid and installation accuracy

•

Knowledge base of current building codes, test standards and
application techniques

•
•

Published testing reports for Thermafiber T products

•
•
•
•

Exceptional performance in perimeter fire containment systems

•

Provides up to 3 hours of fire containment
in curtain wall systems*

•

Saves time and money over
traditional jobsite installation
methods

•

Great for factory installing
curtain wall insulation

4

Labor-saving
customization
and packaging

•
•
•

Insulation cut to exact specifications

5

Designed with
sustainability
in mind

•

The 1st UL GREENGUARD Gold perimeter fire containment system:

1

2
3

All-phase
consultation

High-performance
products

Impasse T Curtain
Wall Perimeter
Fire Containment
System

Expert engineering judgments based on a thorough review of
building plans and over 40 years of testing experience

Consultation on good design practices for fire containment,
including all types of curtain wall configurations

Fire resistant to temperatures above 2,000˚F (1,093˚C)
Provides fire containment in rated assemblies
Enhances acoustical performance

Delivered ready for install
Custom packaging and labeling for efficiency on the jobsite

- Thermafiber T FireSpan T 90 and FireSpan T 40
- Thermafiber T Safing

•

Up to 70% recycled content, the highest available in commercial
insulation

•

Contributes to credits in several green building programs such
as LEED T and The Living Building Challenge

•

Helps conserve energy and reduce greenhouse gases

*See specific UL or Intertek tested and listed systems for hourly ratings.

Thermafiber T mineral wool high-performance products
Thermafiber T is an outstanding choice for perimeter fire containment,
continuous insulation and acoustic applications
Fire Containment
Thermafiber T FireSpan T 90 and FireSpan T 40

•
•

Highly fire- and smoke-resistant

•
•
•
•

Unfaced or foil facing that serves as a vapor retarder

Provides 1-, 2- and 3-hour protection in a variety of curtain
wall assemblies
Tested, listed and labeled for UL and Intertek assemblies
Custom sizes to fit specific spandrel openings

Impasse T Curtain Wall Perimeter Fire
Containment System

•
•
•
•

Designed for perimeter fire containment systems
Patented installation technique locks the fire barrier
Proprietary hangers make installation highly accurate
Simple and fast to install

Formaldehyde-free formulation available

Thermafiber T Aluminum Foil & FSK Tape

Thermafiber T Safing Insulation

•

Provides vapor seal for seams and edges of foil faced
insulation

•
•

Exceptional adhesion in hot, moderate and cold weather

•
•

Contains fire and smoke between floors

•

Formaldehyde-free formulation available

Excellent for poke-throughs, penetrations and
construction joints

Easily conforms to irregular surfaces and corners

Thermafiber T FireSpan T 90, FireSpan T 40 and Safing
are validated formaldehyde-free and are the first fire
containment products to receive UL GREENGUARD
Gold certification for low volatile organic compounds.

Continuous Insulation
Thermafiber T RainBarrier T 45

Thermafiber T RainBarrier T HD

•

Specifically designed for cavity walls and rain screen
applications

•

•
•
•

Repels and efficiently drains water

High-density board with a consistent 6.0 pcf density
throughout the entire thickness of the product, eliminating
the need to orient the piece in a certain direction

•
•
•

Repels and efficiently drains water

Highly UV-resistant
Non-combustible, non-deteriorating and inorganic

Highly UV-resistant
Non-combustible, non-deteriorating and inorganic

Acoustical
Thermafiber T SAFB E (Sound Attenuation Fire Blankets)

•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional sound and noise absorption
Adds STC value to wall and floor-ceiling assemblies
Fire resistant to temperatures above 2,000˚F (1,093˚C)
Provides fire containment in rated assemblies
Formaldehyde-free formulation available

Services

One World Trade Center
New York, NY

Pioneers in improving building safety
In 2017, several Thermafiber T and Owens Corning T insulating materials and services became the first building
products to earn the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s SAFETY Act Designation, providing architects and
related parties with protection against liability related to acts of terrorism.

What is SAFETY Act Designation?

•

In 2002, Congress enacted the Support Anti-Terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies
(SAFETY) Act to encourage deployment of security technologies and services in civilian settings.

•

The SAFETY Act limits liability for claims resulting from an act of terrorism where Qualified
Anti-Terrorism Technologies (QATTs) are deployed.

ThermafiberT SAFETY Act Designated products
and services:
Perimeter Fire Barrier System and
Components

•
•
•

Thermafiber T FireSpan T 90 and 40

•

Thermafiber Insolutions T Design and Installation
Services

Thermafiber T Safing
Thermafiber T Impasse T Insulation Hanger
System

Interior Wall/Floor Ceiling Systems

•

Construction Joint
Fire Containment
Systems

•
•

Thermafiber T Safing
Thermafiber T TopStop T

Penetration Fire
Containment Systems

•

Thermafiber T Safing

Thermafiber T SAFB E (Sound Attenuation Fire
Blankets)

Leaders in perimeter
fire containment
Owens Corning T and Thermafiber T are
committed to life and property safety
through innovation and science. More than
20 years ago, Thermafiber, Inc., helped
pioneer the perimeter fire containment
system and helped UL develop a test
standard for evaluating perimeter fire
containment systems.

Thermafiber T products and
services contribute to life safety.

Three elements of life safety:
1

How does choosing Thermafiber T SAFETY Act
Designated products and services help protect
your building and reduce liability?

Alarm systems

2

When your building is constructed with SAFETY Act Designated
Thermafiber T products and services, you get peace of mind knowing
your building contains insulation with the highest ratings for perimeter
fire containment.

Architects • Firestop Contractors • Curtain Wall OEMs

•

Specifying and properly installing a Thermafiber T product that carries
the SAFETY Act Designation limits your liability in the event of an act of
terrorism.
Already used a Thermafiber T SAFETY Act Designated product in
a previous project? Your liability protection applies to projects
dating back to 2006.

Active:
(suppression)
Sprinkler systems

Building owners

•

Detection:

3

Compartmentation:
(passive systems)
Systems that contain
the fire to the room of
origin, giving occupants
time to safely evacuate
the building.

Insolutions at work:

Salesforce Tower
Project overview: The tallest building in San Francisco and West of the
Mississippi: 1,070 feet high, 61 floors and 1.4 million square feet
The challenge: The building’s rounded corners give it a unique architectural
look, but no listed assembly met the needs of the building’s arced facade.
Further evaluation found other challenges such as wider spandrel openings.
Thermafiber Insolution T : Thermafiber T drew from a repository of test
data dating back to the 1960s as well as third-party and internal test data
specific to the building’s conditions. A parallel engineering analysis was also
conducted with a third-party engineering firm. The fire containment assembly
system was supported by reviewed drawing and engineering judgments
provided by Thermafiber Insolutions T .

Architectural results
• Unique aesthetics maintained
Construction results
• Building achieved outstanding
floor-to-floor fire separation
• Use of insulation with recycled
content contributed to
building’s LEED T Platinum
certification

Park Tower at Transbay
Project overview: 43-floor building pre-certified for LEED T Gold Design
The challenge: The building design featured a back pan assembly installed
on the inside surface of the spandrel facade, a technique selected to
preserve the architect’s design and ensure insulation would not be visible
in some parts of the building. Evaluation revealed only a few perimeter fire
containment assemblies for back pans were listed and none would meet the
construction details required for the building’s facade.
Thermafiber Insolution T : Thermafiber T worked with Benson Industries
to develop an alternative assembly that would comply with building codes
and then tested the assembly in time to avoid construction delays. The new
system (CW-D-1037) was tested and approved in under a year.

Architectural results
• Unique aesthetics maintained
Construction results
• Building achieved rigorous
code compliance
• Use of insulation with recycledT
content contributed to LEED
credits

One World Trade Center
Project overview: Tallest structure in the Western Hemisphere: 104 stories,
3 million square feet
The challenge: After the tragedy of September 11, 2001, architects and
engineers were tasked with creating both an aspirational design and one of
the safest skyscrapers ever constructed.
Thermafiber Insolution : To meet the extensive code requirements, the
Insolutions T team reviewed thousands of architectural drawings and issued over
two dozen engineering judgments. Thermafiber T mineral wool was used at key
points of fire spread vulnerability, including between the floor slabs and curtain
wall system and on aluminum mullions. Custom hangers were used to attach
insulation in the curtain wall, to accommodate custom framing configurations.
T

Architectural results
• Safe structure with open floor
spaces and beautiful views
Construction results
• Considered one of the safest
skyscrapers in the world
• Innovations in design led to
new building standards for high
rises across New York City and
the world
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Insolutions applied:

Salesforce Tower
San Francisco, CA

All-phase consultation, including engineering
judgments
High-performance products
Thermafiber T Impasse T Curtain Wall Perimeter
Fire Containment System
Labor-saving customization and packaging
Designed with sustainability in mind

Services

Insolutions applied:

Park Tower at Transbay
San Francisco, CA

All-phase consultation, including engineering
judgments
High-performance products
Designed with sustainability in mind

Services

Insolutions applied:
All-phase consultation, including engineering
judgments
High-performance products
Thermafiber Impasse T Curtain Wall Perimeter
Fire Containment System
Labor-saving customization and packaging
Designed with sustainability in mind

One World Trade Center
New York, NY

Learn more about specifying Thermafiber T mineral
wool in your next project to help elevate your
building’s safety. Visit Thermafiber.com

THERMAFIBER INC.
ONE OWENS CORNING PARKWAY
TOLEDO, OHIO, USA 43659
888-TFIBER1 [834-2371]
www.thermafiber.com
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